UNIT: SEWING

TOPIC: Marking Patterns

TIMELINE: Day 4

OBJECTIVES:
1. Students will observe a demonstration on how to transfer pattern markings.
2. Students will transfer pattern markings onto their projects.

MOTIVATOR/INTRODUCTION:
Display tracing wheel, marking paper, soap, chalk, marking pen, tape, and and pins. Ask the class what these items have in common. Let them use their creativity to discover some commonalties. Then explain that all these items are used for marking patterns. This means that the marks on the patterns need to be transferred to the fabric. These different items can each be used to accomplish this task.

INFORMATION:

INDIVIDUALIZED ACTIVITIES:
1. Marking Patterns
2. Markings Match

GROUP ACTIVITIES:

CHALLENGE PROJECTS:

SUMMARY:
Transferring markings onto patterns is a very important step in the clothing construction process.

RESOURCES: